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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:

Accessory Kit
Adding an Additional Open Shelf

Adding an Additional Drawer

Warnings: 

Max power rating for power outlets: 125V

Max weight capacity of storage compartments: 5 pounds each

Max weight capacity of tray table: 100 pounds

This product is not intended for use as support or bed rail 

For indoor use only

Electrical components are safety agency listed: UL, CSA or 
equivalent.

Warranty:

At Integrant, we take great pride in the quality and craftsmanship 
of our products. Attention to design, materials, construction and 
safety is our priority. We carefully inspect your order prior to 
shipment.

Upon receipt, please inspect your purchase and notify us of any 
damage or defect immediately. We will arrange for a prompt 
replacement.

If, within 30 days of receipt, you are dissatisfied for any reason, 
you may return your purchase for a full refund of the merchandise 
value. Simply return the unused item in its original packaging to  
the address below. You are responsible for return shipping costs.

The product is warranted against defects for three years.  

Visit integrantllc.com for details.

#16780



ACCESSORY KIT

Kit includes the accessories shown below.

OPEN BIN

CUP HOLDER

SHELF 
BASKET

TRASH BIN 
WITH LID

Accessories can be placed in any accessory hole. 
An example of placement is shown below.

TRASH BIN 
WITH LID

SHELF BASKET OPEN 
BIN

CUP HOLDER

Shelf basket fits on the top of the upper shelf or 
inside either open shelf.

Bags for the trash bin can be secured in place 
with the bag retainer, as shown below.

MOUNTING 
HOLES

ADDING AN ADDITIONAL OPEN SHELF

1.  Unplug the ambient light from the USB port.

2.  Slide the ambient light towards you to remove from the shelf  
and set aside.

 3.  Align the rails on the top of the new open shelf to the rails 
on the existing assembly and slide into place. Repeat with 
additional shelves, if necessary.

4.  Replace the ambient light by aligning the rails on the top of the 
light to the rails on the bottom of the shelf.

5.  Plug in the USB cord of the ambient light into any USB port.

SLIDE AMBIENT LIGHT

ADDING AN ADDITIONAL DRAWER

The additional drawer can be placed in any open shelf. 

Simply tilt the drawer slightly and slide into place.

Drawer can be easily removed for cleaning.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE SEPARATELY

•  An accessory pack includes one each of:
a. Cup/Remote holder
b. Trash bin with lid
c. Shelf basket
d. Small bin

• Additional drawer

•  Additional open shelf 

Visit www.integrantllc.com for ordering details.

To position the cupholder, open bin or trash bin, 
select a location for each. Line up the accessory 
hooks with mounting holes. Push the accessory 
hooks into the holes, then slide down to lock into 
place.


